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Hello! I'm Coby Condrey, and with me are Laurel Crawford and Karen Harker. We are members of the Collection Development Department at the University of North Texas Libraries. This panel will show you how the UNT Libraries approaches collection assessment and its follow-up actions. Allow me to introduce the speakers for this event:• Laurel Crawford has an MLIS from Louisiana State University. She is currently the Head of Collection Development at UNT, where she applies her expertise in management to ensure a holistic approach to collection assessment and appropriate infrastructure is in place to address needs in the research collections. • Karen Harker has an MLS from Texas Women's University a Master's of Public Health from The University of Texas School of Public Health.  She is currently the Collection Assessment Librarian for UNT Libraries. She applies her statistical and analytical skills to evaluate UNT's collections. • Coby Condrey has an MLIS from the University of Texas at Austin. He is currently the Collection Development Liaison Librarian at UNT. His position entails a variety of duties, including assisting public services librarians with collection development matters, overseeing monographs ordering, and focusing on collection enhancements for targeted subjects.
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Our presentation will cover these areas: UNT Library's collection development philosophy and how it plans for the collection assessment life cycle; the nature of collection evaluation in libraries generally and UNT's assessment strategy that uses a subject-oriented perspective; the steps taken after an assessment and some case studies of completed collection enhancements; and finally some thoughts on our experiences with this approach. We hope to get audience members to share some of their experiences at the end as well, or to ask questions about our approach. To start us off, Laurel will discuss UNT's collection development philosophy and how she ensures that assessment work has the needed infrastructure to support collection development. 
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2015 New Philosophy: Access Based Collection Development or ABCDFundamental change—we can no longer count on:A manageable number of simple, easy-to-understand productsBudget stability Expert subject bibliographer librarians who deeply understand discipline + have the time to develop the collectionPredictable scholarly communications landscape and useNew philosophy isSustainable (structured, reasonable, achievable)Holistic (all people and all data are included; all factors are considered)Flexible (works in different funding situations and adapts to institutions of different sizes)Evidence-Based TenetsCollections as a service Collections as a means to an end, not an end unto themselvesUser-centerednessFocus on access, not ownershipJIT: Needs of current users, not the potential someday user; wide discovery with narrow purchasingWe decoupled assessment from budgeting: success is not based on balancing, formulas, or expenditures. Changed the question we’re asking from “did we spend the X budget” to “do we support the needs of X department?”Implementation challengesTrial and error with the workflows and tools.Traditional people/traditional roles may be slow to adaptThis would have been difficult without several people in a committed, collaborative team.StaffImplementing complex enhancement projects within this loose budgeting infrastructure was initially a challenge. Requires some coordination, but gets more predictable and easier over timeTo do this, we delegate responsibility for expenditure across our team. Karen conducts a collection evaluation and provides the evaluation report– she’ll describe in a momentLaurel sets aside an appropriate amount of funding for the enhancement—more on that in a momentEach enhancement project includes a project leader, along with clear goals and a specific budget. Usually, but not always, Coby. This role entails:Reviewing the collection assessment report and lists of recommended titles providedResearching potential materials and suppliersConsulting with key librarians and faculty Selecting materials for purchase. Delegating purchasing to specialistsLaurel monitors expenditure of both the delegated budgets and the shared funds. Towards the end of the fiscal year, Laurel begins monitoring expenditures much more closely by requiring increased communication from team leads and staff. Eventually, Laurel approves all purchases, to ensure we do not over-expend.BudgetWent from a traditional subject-based budget to a simplified “one big pot” budget—one for ongoing and one for firm. The main collection materials budget is shared by all subject areas. Allows us to better plan and implement application of collection evaluations.Must accommodate all planned and unplanned purchases for an entire fiscal year. To do this, we thoroughly plan the use of the big pot funds. We begin each year by setting aside funding for as-yet-unidentified needs and requestsspecific planned purchasesenhancement projectsThe goals and budget are planned, but the specific materials to be purchased have not yet been identified. Enhancement projects range from narrow subject areas (e.g. Forensic Science) to item types (e.g. graphic novels) to very specific genres (e.g. select an interactive anatomy resource). Laurel determines in advance the amount of funding for each enhancement project, based on:the amount of the materials budget and the needs identified in the collection evaluation conducted the previous year. Remember: more money = more work. Workload is considered from beginning to end of this process. Title-by-title = more work than bundles and packages.Implementation Assessing all of the collections every year is not feasible (over 50 subjects!)Instead, Karen has planned a ten-year cycle of subjects for review within the collections. Assessment one year; enhancement the following year.Item types must suit the enhancement. They can include:Monographs purchased outright, either e or pJournals, databases, or new standing ordersPackages of e-books or filmsUpgrading existing platforms and packages “Turning on” discovery of DDA titlesEtc.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/atbartlett/2432704579/in/photolist-5BW9sA-7ThDci-844Ku9-qQ9jqG-4qcXJ6-9Bgxbs-5T4iy9-csx4wd-5qsT7j-4GYfjp-b7stL4-iaixZ2-5Py8CH-6Wavqt-4dn7uw-6TCgyp-8NAQAr-axoysW-4tDnrN-6dXUTU-32TLKN-7CuWcv-8M66Jc-8ejM1e-6NFUSK-ebFF8-ebFF5-5T8X
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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Collection assessment has evolved into a specialized activity in which the collection is evaluated on its content, use and impact.  While there is some interest in the external “quality” of a collection, the focus of most collection evaluations is on its “utility” – defined by Peggy Johnson in her foundational text, as “how effective the collection is in satisfying the purpose for which it (the collection) was intended.”  Collection assessment has evolved into a specialized activity in which the collection is evaluated on its content, use and impact.  While there is some interest in the external “quality” of a collection, the focus of most collection evaluations is on its “utility” – defined by Peggy Johnson in her foundational text, as “how effective the collection is in satisfying the purpose for which it (the collection) was intended.”  Many libraries evaluate their collections, but many librarians feel frustrated at the lack of impact or outcomes from their efforts.  It gets “filed away” and nothing comes of it.One of the main ways we manage the UNT Libraries’ overall collection is by examining individual subject-based collections.  We have developed 96 such collections all based on our academic programs, ranging in scope from very broad (interdisciplinary arts), to very narrow (like “aviation logistics”).These collections are defined largely by call number ranges.  While many libraries have categorized their collections as such, our method is more unique because we assign subjects to multiple collections, as necessary.  Thus, many collections have overlapping subjects.  For instance, the subjects of management and social statistics are relevant to many fields, including library science.The call number ranges, or subjects, are based largely on the Conspectus subject categories developed in the early 1980’s initially by the Western Library Network, absorbed by the Research Library Group and eventually by OCLC, which is used in the WorldShare Collection Evaluation System (CES).Collection assessment or evaluation at UNT Libraries has evolved into a routine and regular process.  Currently, evaluations of each subject-based collection are spread over a 10 year cycle.  The goal of each evaluation is to answer this question about each collection – “How well does the collection meet the needs of those interested in this subject?”  What is important to note here is that we examine the collection from the subject perspective, not the academic department – we do not limit our analysis to those directly associated with the program.  This is because we know that academic programs are becoming more interdisciplinary.  Our collection evaluations take into consideration several aspects, notably need (indicated by level of academic programs, enrollment trends, trends in ILL requests of the specific subject areas, and input from the subject librarian.  We describe our collection in traditional measures of quantity (by subject, format and year of publication (thus addressing age)), and usage, both circulation of physical materials, as well as online usage, to a more limited degree.  We also look at measures of external quality by comparing authoritative lists against our collection.  These include JCR & OAT.  All of these measures are examined at a relatively granular level of specific subjects or call number ranges.  Our reports are fairly comprehensive, provide summary data of each of the aspects mentioned above.  More importantly, though, we include an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of each collection at the subject-level.  The reports are distributed to the subject liaison librarian, the department chair of the academic program(s) most closely linked to the collection, and the selection advisory group within the library.  These reports provide the foundation for the collection enhancements which will be conducted the next year.
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A successful collection enhancement relies on a number resources. I rely on the input and feedback of subject librarians, colleagues at my institution and at others, staff when they have knowledge of a topic that I don't know, and vendors from whom I solicit subject-appropriate suggestions or from whom I gather curated lists of titles. Regarding bibliographic resources, the collection assessment report is very important for me to consult, especially the appendices Karen identifies topics in the subject collection that are heavily represented (so I don't need to select as much for that area) or gaps (where I do need to add more content). Karen also supplies upon my request an Excel workbook with a tab for Outstanding Academic Titles from Choice that the library does not yet own and a tab for titles in the subject area that have been requested via interlibrary loan. Tools are the third type of resource that I use for enhancement work: Excel so that I can filter data, search for targeted keyword, and track the research related to the project; a timeline that I make each year so that I'll allot time in my schedule for all the enhancements; and of course the budget. The size of the budget coupled with the type of research in a discipline helps me determine how much time I'll need for an enhancement. For example, I know that science resources are more expensive than humanities, so if I have a science topic to enhance then I know that I can spend the allotment pretty quickly, as opposed to the same amount for humanities that will require more selections and more time for acquisitions.  Now I'll spend a little time describing how some of the early enhancements panned out. Engineering was one of the first collection enhancements. As with most science-related disciplines, engineering needs relatively expensive journals and database subscriptions, resource types that we did not usually intend one-time money to cover. However, Laurel agreed that I would need to include serials in the mix. I proposed four separate combinations of resources, some weighted heavily toward subscriptions, others much less so; each option included the highest-ranked requests from the subject librarian. The review team of collection development librarians eventually chose a combination approach.  We agreed to spend about half of the allocation for one-time purchases of 14 reference books and one year-long trial of a science publisher’s entire catalog of monographs (over 3,000 titles); the other half of the allocation was used for database subscriptions and a subscription to an online library of current technical reference materials. I also found a number of e-book packages that had titles available through DDA, so I created a spin-off project to add 400+ titles to the library’s DDA discovery pool. This early enhancement was a challenge due to the high number of relatively expensive subscription items considered important to address the needs of the engineering research community. The solution was to allow a higher-than-expected amount of recurring costs, to use DDA to acquire some of the needed content with no up-front funding required, and to explore the option of purchasing short-term access to the entire catalog of a prominent publisher in engineering and technology, with a potential future purchase of highly used titles.The enhancement for education and its sister discipline, learning technology, was more in line with the original vision of the enhancement projects to purchase primarily items with one-time costs. The final proposal for this enhancement allotted about 80% of the budget to over 770 monographs that were requested by the subject librarians, recommended from the collection evaluation, or selected due to their availability on reference platforms. The remainder of the budget went to non-book resources: six types of robot construction kits, ten tablet computers and a charging station. The subject librarians in this enhancement strongly advocated for these non-traditional items to provide future teachers the experience of creating instruction around new and evolving technologies. I also found over 1,200 titles to add to the library’s DDA discovery pool.The ethnic studies enhancement was highly interdisciplinary; it covered women’s and gender studies (which included some LGBTQ topics), Latino/Mexican-American studies, Jewish studies and Native American studies.  The final proposal approved by the review team devoted approximately 40% of the budget to 118 OAT and reference platform resources; the content of these selections addressed each of the ethnic studies areas with at least a few worthy resources. The remaining funds went to four electronic archival collections of digitized primary resources from under-heard voices within the library’s ethnic studies collections: Native American empowerment movements, the history of women’s movements for two time periods (late 1780s to early 1930s, and the 1970s), and government reactions to radical movements in the 1960s. I also found over 240 titles to add to the library’s DDA discovery pool; these works were OAT and reference platform resources. Finally, I recommended ten new journals that were approved for subscription, with the costs coming from the general fund due to a windfall of ongoing funding.The enhancement of the business collection has been one of our largest. This broad category included accounting, finance, management and marketing as well as insurance, real estate, business law, decision sciences, operations and supply chain management, logistics, merchandising, hospitality and tourism. The proposal for this enhancement was entirely for monographic content: 85 OAT, 80 reference platform titles, 220+ ILL and peer-held titles, plus 160 titles in three packages from well-regarded business resource publishers, for a total of nearly 590 monographs owned outright. As expected for such a diverse range of topics, I found over 730 titles to add to the library’s DDA discovery pool. 
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Q for Karen: What limitations have you experienced with collection assessment? How would you like to overcome those limitations? Q for Laurel: What threats or challenges to this system of analysis and collection development are you planning to address going forward?Q for Coby: What difficulties have you experienced with applying collection assessment to selection and acquisition decisions?



Thank You!

 For more information about our assessment efforts, see 
the PowerPoint file for The Collection Assessment is 
Done… Now What?, a presentation by Karen Harker at the 
2018 Library Assessment Conference: 
https://tinyurl.com/UNTcollxnassessment-LAC2018

 Contact Us:
Karen.Harker@unt.edu, MLIS, MPH, Collection Assessment Librarian
Laurel.Crawford@unt.edu, MLIS, Head of Collection Development
Coby.Condrey@unt.edu, MLIS, Collection Development Liaison Librarian
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Thank you. More detailed information about our collection assessment strategies is available from the link on this slide, and you are welcome to contact any of us to learn more.
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